


Friends of Elephants is not an organization and is not proposing to become
one, but it is an informal group of people, coming together with varied
expertise who are concerned about elephant conservation and welfare. The
group is a forum for disseminating knowledge linked to elephant science,
conservation and welfare. The objectives are many fold, one among them is to
conduct events, on a monthly basis, at a centrally located place in Bangalore
where people from different walks of life - children to the aged - everyone can
come and participate and get empowered; and how they - even as laymen - can
play an important role in elephant conservation and welfare. It proposes to
create a network of expertise and derive support for organizations and
individuals involved in understanding the ecology of elephants, identifying
welfare & conservation issues, law enforcement, training, all on a volunteering
basis.









Posters/invitations of events designed by children 
and  a few others 



Audiences’ appreciation for the posters designed by children 
and  a few others 







Welcome note at one of the events



Audiences and a speaker



A section of the audience



A section of the audience



Our speakers



Our speakers
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Speakers profile and the panelists



Audiences’ interactions with panelists



Audiences’ interactions with panelists



Cultural  program and
elephant folktales in a few of the events







Radio interview of origin and

objectives of Friends of Elephants.



Projects & publications 







One of our interns (Kiruthika Chandrasekaran, 9th grade from 
MVM School, Hosur, Tamil Nadu), has been selected to present 

her future research paper at 
the International Social Science Conference for Youth- ISSCY 

(part of research paper presentation competition) 
organized by 

the World Federation of United Nations Associations (WFUNA), 
which is held in Korea  August 2014, she is one among 85 young 

students around the world, who have been selected.



Facebook Group:

E-mail id: friendsofelephants@gmail.com 

Facebook Group: www.facebook.com/groups/friendsofelephants 



Our Partners

Technical support

Collaborators


